Culture Shock 0.60
Walkthrough

Created by:
King of Lust
And
The Monster of Lustlandistan
You want to seduce every woman you see.

**Day 0**

Morning- **No stat changes**

Afternoon- **No stat changes**

Evening- **No stat changes**

Night-
Choose:
  "Check it out":
    jump night1sistersleep

**No stat change**

"Go back to sleep":
  jump night1sleep

**No stat change**
Day 1

Morning
Choose:

"I've got you beat in the big dick department."
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like += 1

Afternoon
Evening
Choose:

"I think you look hot! (+1 cor, +1 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 1

Choose:

"[m] is correct. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2

Choose:

"Blue and black. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2
$ chooseblueblackbikini = True

Night
Choose:

"Go Forma your new weapons."
Day 2

Morning
Choose:
  "Go in. (+2 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
  "You can look but don't touch."
    $ mc_domination += 1
    $ marcus_like -= 1
Choose:
  "I'd rather you not right now. (+2 love)"
    $ stepmom_love += 2
    $ elena_like -= 2

Afternoon
Choose:
  "Is that why you moved here? (+2 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
  "Sorry. (-3 domination)"
    $ mc_domination -= 3
    $ liza_like += 2
Choose:
  "Enjoying the view."
    $ mc_domination += 1
Choose:
  "Both of you together."
    $ stepmom_love += 1
    $ stepsis_love += 1
Choose:
  "Not a chance."
    $ sophie_like += 1
Choose:
  "Yes, you can! (+10 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 10

Evening
Night
Choose:
"I wanna fap to [m].":  
   **No stat change**
"I wanna fap to Aunt Liza.":  
   **No stat change**
"I wanna fap to Sophie.":  
   **No stat change**
"I wanna fap to [s].":  
   **No stat change**
Day 3

Morning
Choose:

"Stay away from my family! (+10 domination, harem route)"
$ mc_domination += 10
$ alphamarcus = True

Afternoon
Choose:

"Sure. (+5 love, -2 domination)"
$ stepmom_love += 5
$ mc_domination -= 2

Choose:

"You look amazing! (+3 cor, +1 slut)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 3
$ stepmom_slut += 1

Evening
Choose:

"Allow [s] to drink. (+3 cor, +2 slut)"
$ stepsis_corruption += 3
$ stepsis_slut += 2

Choose:

"[stepsisname]!"

Choose:

"What do you find most attractive in a man?"
$ stepsis_love += 2

Choose:

"Sophie!"

Choose:

"Give me a kiss."

Night
Day 4

Morning
Choose:
"We think differently, [m]. (-1 slut, +2 love)"
$\text{stepmom}_\text{slut} -= 1$
$\text{stepmom}_\text{love} += 2$
$\text{liza}_\text{like} += 1$

Choose:
"You're on!"

Afternoon
Choose:
"I'll play with you, Aunt Liza."
$\text{liza}_\text{like} += 5$

Evening
Night
Day 5

Morning
Choose:
   "Open it."
Choose:
   "I don't blame you. (+love)"
$ stepsis_love += 2
Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
   "Sneak back downstairs."
$ stepmom_corruption += 5
Night
Day 6

Morning
Afternoon
Choose:
    "Can I have your number?:"
$ karlanumber = True

Evening
Choose:
    "Maybe(+domination)."
$ mc_domination += 2

Night
Day 7

Morning
Choose:

"I guess I'm walking."

Afternoon
Choose:

"Do it yourself."
$ marcus_like -= 1
(I really enjoyed making the calculus answers because they are straight nonsense)
(So choose whatever you want.)
Choose:

"Yes, Dr. Rai."

Choose:

"I would love to learn about your biology."

Evening
Choose:

"Walk Home"
$ mc_domination += 2
Choose:

"Try the door."

Choose:

"Study Physics"
$ mc_intelligence += 1

Night
Choose:

"Go In?"

Choose:

(Personal preference here.)
Day 8

Morning
Choose:

"The inverse of exponential functions."
$ calc_answer += 1

"Natural Logarithm"
$ calc_answer += 1
Choose:

"Show him"
$ marcus_like += 1
$ calc_share == True
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Choose:

"Look into Delmar"
You want to watch as the main characters loved ones fall into depravity and lust.

**Day 0**

Morning- **No stat changes**

Afternoon- **No stat changes**

Evening- **No stat changes**

Night-
Choose:
  
  "Check it out":

  **No stat change**

  "Go back to sleep":
    
    jump night1sleep

**No stat change**
Day 1

Morning
Choose:

"Uhhh...I thought Maoli's were afraid of snakes?":
$ mc_domination -= 1
$ marcus_like += 2

Afternoon

Evening
Choose:

"I think you look hot! (+1 cor, +1 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 1

Choose:

"Elena is right.(+2 cor, +1 slut)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 2
$ stepmom_slut += 1
$ stepsis_corruption += 2
$ stepsis_slut += 1

Choose:

"Orange and white. (+2 cor, +1 slut)."
$ stepmom_corruption += 3
$ stepmom_slut += 3
$ stepsis_corruption += 3
$ stepsis_slut += 3
$ chooseorangewhitebikini = True

Night
Choose:

"Sneak out."
Day 2

Morning
Choose:

"Knock on the door. (+1 love)"
$ stepsis_love += 1

Choose:

"They are going to look so hot!"
$ mc_domination -= 1
$ marcus_like += 1

Choose:

"Go be a model [m]! (+2 cor, + 1 slut) Ntr alert"
$ stepmom_corruption += 2
$ stepmom_slut += 1
$ elena_like += 2
$ momphotoshootagree = True

Afternoon
Choose:

"Not yet...(-2 domination)"
$ mc_domination -= 2

Choose:

"Nope! Nothin. (-3 domination)"
$ mc_domination -= 3
$ liza_like -= 2

Choose:

"I don't like the ocean."
$ stepsis_love -= 2

Choose:

"You betcha!"
$ sophie_like -= 1

Choose:

"No! Sorry! Bye! (-10 domination)"
$ mc_domination -= 10

Evening
Choose:

"Sit and listen. (+3 cor, +2 slut)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 3
$ stepmom_slut += 2
Night
Choose:

"I wanna fap to [m].":
"I wanna fap to Aunt Liza.":
"I wanna fap to Sophie.":
"I wanna fap to [s].":


Day 3

Morning
Choose:
"{color=#1daf1f} Go for it! (-10 domination, Ntr alert)":
    $ mc_domination -= 10

Afternoon
Choose:
"Sure. (+5 love, -2 domination)"
    $ stepmom_love += 5
    $ mc_domination -= 2
Choose:
"You look amazing! (+3 cor, +1 slut)"
    $ stepmom_corruption += 3
    $ stepmom_slut += 1

Evening
Choose:
"Allow [s] to drink. (+5 cor, +2 slut)"
    $ stepsis_corruption += 5
    $ stepsis_slut += 2
Choose:
"[stepsisname]!"

Choose:
"Have you ever been attracted to a girl?"

Choose:
"Sophie!"
    jump sophieask2ntr

Choose:
"Make out with [s]."
    $ stepsis_slut += 2

Night
Day 4

Morning
Choose:
"I think Aunt Liza has a point. (+2 corruption, -2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 2
$ stepmom_love -= 2
$ liza_like += 2
Choose:
"You're on!"

Afternoon
Choose:
"If you say so. (-2 Domination)"
$ mc_domination -= 2
Choose:
"I get Mom on my team then!"
$ stepsis_slut += 5

Evening
Choose:
"I think she should go for it. (Ntr like)"
Choose:
"No. (-1 love)"
$ stepsis_love -= 2

Night
Day 5

Morning
Choose:
   "Don't tell her. (+corruption)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 2
Choose:
   "I don't blame you. (+love)"
$ stepsis_love += 2
Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
   "Sneak back downstairs."
$ stepmom_slut += 10
$ stepmom_corruption += 5
Night
Day 6

Morning
Afternoon
Choose:

"Don't ask":

Evening
Choose:

"Ok(+like).":

$ liza_like += 1

Night
Day 7

Morning
Choose:
   "I guess I'm walking."
Afternoon
Choose:
   "Sure":
   $ marcus_like += 1
   (I really enjoyed making the calculus answers because they are straight nonsense)
   (So choose whatever you want.)
Choose:
   "I thought it would make you laugh.":
Choose:
   "Not Really":
Evening
Choose:
   "Drive Home":
   $ mc_domination -= 10
Choose:
   "Try the door.":
Choose:
   "Play Soul Calibur VI":
Night
Choose:
   (This is where the beta route starts to split. If you choose to comfort her then the mc will have
   the possibility of winning back girls. )
   "Comfort Her":

   (If you choose not to interfere then you get to watch as all the girls around you enjoy a healthy
   feast of dick regardless of what the Main Character feels or does.)
   (This path I will call the Cuck route and is a subset of the Beta route. Be forewarned as after you
   choose the Cuck route this choice cannot be reversed and all girls on the Cuck route will not
   remain monogamous with the Main character.)
   "Do not interfere":
Morning
Choose:
   "The inverse of exponential functions."
$ calc_answer += 1
   "Natural Logarithm"
$ calc_answer += 1
Choose:
   "Show him"
$ marcus_like += 1
$ calc_share == True
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Choose:
   "Study Calculus"
Diplomat

This route differs in that the player has to choose while they want to focus and who they don’t care about.
This route walkthrough will be set up differently as it will only focus on the specific girl you want to pursue.

Stepmother

Day 0

Morning- **No stat changes**

Afternoon- **No stat changes**

Evening- **No stat changes**

Night-
Choose:
  
  "Check it out":
  **No stat change**
  
  "Go back to sleep":
  **No stat change**
Day 1

Morning
Choose:

"I've got you beat in the big dick department.":
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like += 1

Afternoon
Evening
Choose:

"I think you look hot! (+1 cor, +1 love)":
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 1

Choose:

"[m] is correct. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2

Choose:

"Blue and black. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2
$ chooseblueblackbikini = True
jump mcchoose2

Night
Choose:

"Go Forma your new weapons.":
Day 2

Morning
Choose:
"Go in. (+2 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 2
    $ stepsis_corruption += 1
Choose:
"You can look but don't touch."
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like -= 1
Choose:
"I'd rather you not right now. (+2 love)"
    $ stepmom_love += 2
    $ elena_like -= 2
    $ nophotoshoot = True

Afternoon
Choose:
"Is that why you moved here? (+2 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
"Yes I am. (+3 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 3
    $ liza_like -= 2
Choose:
"Enjoying the view."
    $ mc_domination += 1
    jump enjoyingtheview
Choose:
"Your mother."
    $ stepmom_corruption += 3
Choose:
"You betcha!"
    $ sophie_like -= 1
Choose:
"Yes, you can! (+10 domination)"
    $ mc_domination += 10

Evening
Night
Choose:
"I wanna fap to [m]."
Day 3

Morning
Choose:

"Stay away from my family! (+10 domination, harem route)"
$ mc_domination += 10
$ alphamarcus = True

Afternoon
Choose:

"Sure. (+5 love, -2 domination)"
$ stepmom_love += 5
$ mc_domination -= 2

Choose:

"You look amazing! (+3 cor, +1 slut)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 3
$ stepmom_slut += 1
$ datedresssexy = True

Evening
Choose:

"Allow [s] to drink. (+3 cor, +2 slut)"
$ stepsis_corruption += 3
$ stepsis_slut += 2

Choose:

"[stepsisname]!

Choose:

"What do you find most attractive in a man?"
$ stepsis_love += 2

Choose:

"Marcus!"

Choose:

"Where does your Dad work?"

Night
Morning
Choose:
"We think differently, [m]. (-1 slut, +2 love)":
   $ stepmom_slut -= 1
   $ stepmom_love += 2
   $ liza_like += 1
Choose:
"You're on!"
Afternoon
Choose:
"I'll play with you, Aunt Liza."
   $ liza_like += 5
Choose:
"Sure."
   $ stepsis_love = +1
$ stepsis_corruption += 5
$ stepsis_love += 5
Evening
Night
Day 5

Morning
Choose:
   "Open it."
Choose:
   "I don't blame you. (+love)"
$ stepsis_love += 2
Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
   "Sneak back downstairs."
$ stepmom_corruption += 5
Night
Day 6

Morning
Afternoon
Choose:
   "Can I have your number?":
$ karlanumber = True
Evening
Choose:
   "Maybe(+domination).":
$ mc_domination += 2
Night
Day 7

Morning
Choose:
   "I guess I'm walking."
Afternoon
Choose:
   "Do it yourself."
$ marcus_like -= 1
(I really enjoyed making the calculus answers because they are straight nonsense)
(So choose whatever you want.)
Choose:
   "Yes, Dr. Rai."
Choose:
   "I would love to learn about your biology."
Evening
Choose:
   "Walk Home"
$ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
   "Try the door."
Choose:
   "Study Physics"
$ mc_intelligence += 1
Night
Choose:
   "Go In?"
Choose:
(Personal preference here.)
Day 8

Morning
Choose:
   "The inverse of exponential functions."
$ calc_answer += 1
   "Natural Logarithm"
$ calc_answer += 1
Choose:
   "Show him"
$ marcus_like += 1
$ calc_share == True
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Choose:
   "Look into Delmar"
Stepsister

Day 0

Morning- **No stat changes**

Afternoon- **No stat changes**

Evening- **No stat changes**

Night-
Choose:

"**Check it out**": 
Day 1

Morning
Choose:
"I've got you beat in the big dick department.":
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like += 1

Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
"I think you look hot! (+1 cor, +1 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 1

Choose:
"[m] is correct. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2

Choose:
"Blue and black. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2
$ chooseblueblackbikini = True
jump mcchoose2

Night
Choose:
"Go Forma your new weapons."
Day 2

Morning
Choose:

"Go in. (+2 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1

Choose:

"You can look but don't touch."
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like -= 1

Choose:

"I'd rather you not right now. (+2 love)"
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ elena_like -= 2
$ nophotoshoot = True

Afternoon
Choose:

"Is that why you moved here? (+2 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 2

Choose:

"Yes I am. (+3 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 3
$ liza_like -= 2

Choose:

"Enjoying the view."
$ mc_domination += 1
jump enjoyingtheview

Choose:

"You."
$ stepsis_corruption += 3

Choose:

"You betcha!"
$ sophie_like -= 1

Choose:

"Yes, you can! (+10 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 10

Evening
Night
Choose:

"I wanna fap to [s]."
Day 3

Morning
Choose:
"Stay away from my family! (+10 domination, harem route)"
   $ mc_domination += 10
   $ alphamarcus = True

Afternoon
Choose:
"Sure. (+5 love, -2 domination)"
   $ stepmom_love += 5
   $ mc_domination -= 2
Choose:
"You look amazing! (+3 cor, +1 slut)"
   $ stepmom_corruption += 3
   $ stepmom_slut += 1
   $ datedresssexy = True

Evening
Choose:
"Allow [s] to drink. (+3 cor, +2 slut)"
   $ stepsis_corruption += 3
   $ stepsis_slut += 2
Choose:
"[stepsisname]!"
Choose:
"What do you find most attractive in a man?"
   $ stepsis_love += 2
Choose:
"[stepsisname]!"
   jump sisask2
Choose:
"Make out with [s]."
   $ stepsis_slut += 2

Night
Day 4

Morning
Choose:
"We think differently, [m]. (-1 slut, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_slut -= 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ liza_like += 1
Choose:
"Not my style."
Afternoon
Choose:
"It was [s]'s idea so I'm going to play with her."
Choose:
"Sure."
$ stepsis_love = +1
$ stepsis_corruption = +1
$ stepsis_corruption += 5
$ stepsis_love += 5
Evening
Choose:
"I think she should go for it. (Ntr like)"
Choose:
"Yes. (+1 love)"
$ stepsis_love += 2
Night
Day 5

Morning
Choose:
   "Open it."
Choose:
   "I don't blame you. (+love)"
$ stepsis_love += 2
Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
   "Sneak back downstairs."
$ stepmom_corruption += 5
Night
Morning
Afternoon
Choose:
    "Can I have your number?":
$ karlanumber = True
Evening
Choose:
    "Maybe(+domination).":
$ mc_domination += 2
Night
Day 7

Morning
Choose:
  "I guess I'm walking."
Afternoon
Choose:
  "Do it yourself."
$ marcus_like -= 1
(I really enjoyed making the calculus answers because they are straight nonsense)
(So choose whatever you want.)
Choose:
  "Yes, Dr. Rai."
Choose:
  "I would love to learn about your biology."
Evening
Choose:
  "Walk Home"
$ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
  "Try the door."
Choose:
  "Study Physics"
$ mc_intelligence += 1
Night
Choose:
  "Go In?"
Choose:
(Personal preference here.)
Day 8

Morning
Choose:

"The inverse of exponential functions."
$ calc_answer += 1

"Natural Logarithm"
$ calc_answer += 1
Choose:

"Show him"
$ marcus_like += 1
$ calc_share == True
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Choose:

"Look into Delmar"
Liza

**Day 0**

**Morning- No stat changes**

**Afternoon- No stat changes**

**Evening- No stat changes**

**Night-**

Choose:

"Check it out":
   
   jump night1sistersleep

**No stat change**

"Go back to sleep":
   
   jump night1sleep

**No stat change**
Day 1

Morning
Choose:
"I've got you beat in the big dick department.":
    $ mc_domination += 1
    $ marcus_like += 1

Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
"I think you look hot! (+1 cor, +1 love)"
    $ stepmom_corruption += 1
    $ stepmom_love += 1

Choose:
"[m] is correct. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
    $ stepmom_corruption += 1
    $ stepmom_love += 2
    $ stepsis_corruption += 1
    $ stepsis_love += 2

Choose:
"Blue and black. (+1 cor, +2 love)"
    $ stepmom_corruption += 1
    $ stepmom_love += 2
    $ stepsis_corruption += 1
    $ stepsis_love += 2
    $ chooseblueblackbikini = True

Night
Choose:
"Go Forma your new weapons.":
Day 2

Morning
Choose:
"Go in. (+2 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 2

Choose:
"You can look but don't touch."
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like -= 1

Choose:
"I'd rather you not right now. (+2 love)"
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ elena_like -= 2

Afternoon
Choose:
"Is that why you moved here? (+2 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 2

Choose:
"Sorry. (-3 domination)"
$ mc_domination -= 3
$ liza_like += 2

Choose:
"Enjoying the view."
$ mc_domination += 1

Choose:
"Both of you together."
$ stepmom_love += 1
$ stepsis_love += 1

Choose:
"Not a chance."
$ sophie_like += 1

Choose:
"Yes, you can! (+10 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 10

Evening
Choose:
"Walk up to the bar. (+3 domination)"
$ mc_domination += 3
Night
Choose:
"I wanna fap to Aunt Liza.":"
Day 3

Morning
Choose:
  "Stay away from my family! (+10 domination, harem route)"
  $ mc_domination += 10
  $ alphamarcus = True

Afternoon
Choose:
  "Sure. (+5 love, -2 domination)"
  $ stepmom_love += 5
  $ mc_domination -= 2
Choose:
  "You look amazing! (+3 cor, +1 slut)"
  $ stepmom_corruption += 3
  $ stepmom_slut += 1

Evening
Choose:
  "Allow [s] to drink. (+3 cor, +2 slut)"
  $ stepsis_corruption += 3
  $ stepsis_slut += 2
Choose:
  "[stepsisname]!"
Choose:
  "What do you find most attractive in a man?"
  $ stepsis_love += 2
Choose:
  "Sophie!"
Choose:
  "Give me a kiss."

Night
Day 4

Morning
Choose:

"I think Aunt Liza has a point. (+2 corruption, -2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 2
$ stepmom_love -= 2
$ liza_like += 2

Choose:

"You're on!"

Afternoon
Choose:

"It was [s]'s idea so I'm going to play with her."

Choose:

"Sure."
$ stepsis_love = +1
$ stepsis_corruption += 5
$ stepsis_love += 5

Evening
Night
Day 5

Morning
Choose:
  "Open it."
Choose:
  "You didn't even notice people can see you in your underwear. (-slut)"
$ stepsis_love += 2

Afternoon

Evening
Choose:
  "Sneak back downstairs."
$ stepmom_corruption += 5

Night
Day 6

Morning
Afternoon
Choose:
   "Can I have your number?":
$ karlanumber = True

Evening
Choose:
   "Maybe(+domination).":
$ mc_domination += 2

Night
Day 7

Morning
Choose:
   "I guess I'm walking."
Afternoon
Choose:
   "Do it yourself."
$ marcus_like -= 1
(I really enjoyed making the calculus answers because they are straight nonsense)
(So choose whatever you want.)
Choose:
   "Yes, Dr. Rai."
Choose:
   "I would love to learn about your biology."
Evening
Choose:
   "Walk Home"
$ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
   "Try the door."
Choose:
   "Study Physics"
$ mc_intelligence += 1
Night
Choose:
   "Go In?"
Choose:
(Personal preference here.)
Morning
Choose:
  "The inverse of exponential functions."
  \$\text{calc\_answer} += 1
  "Natural Logarithm"
  \$\text{calc\_answer} += 1
Choose:
  "Show him"
  \$\text{marcus\_like} += 1
  \$\text{calc\_share} == \text{True}
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Choose:
  "Look into Delmar"
Sophie

Day 0

Morning- No stat changes

Afternoon- No stat changes

Evening- No stat changes

Night-
Choose:
  "Check it out":
    jump night1 sistersleep
No stat change

  "Go back to sleep":
    jump night1 sleep
No stat change
Day 1

Morning
Choose:
"I've got you beat in the big dick department."
$ mc_domination += 1
$ marcus_like += 1

Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
"I think you look hot! (+1 cor, +1 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 1
Choose:
"[m] is correct.(+1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2
Choose:
"Blue and black.( +1 cor, +2 love)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ stepsis_corruption += 1
$ stepsis_love += 2
$ chooseblueblackbikini = True

Night
Choose:
"Go Forma your new weapons."
Day 2

 Morning
 Choose:
 "Go in. (+2 domination)"
 $mc_domination += 2
 Choose:
 "You can look but don't touch.":
 $mc_domination += 1
 $marcus_like -= 1
 Choose:
 "I'd rather you not right now. (+2 love)"
 $stepmom_love += 2
 $elena_like -= 2

 Afternoon
 Choose:
 "Is that why you moved here? (+2 domination)"
 $mc_domination += 2
 Choose:
 "Sorry. (-3 domination)"
 $mc_domination -= 3
 $liza_like += 2
 Choose:
 "Enjoying the view."
 $mc_domination += 1
 Choose:
 "Both of you together."
 $stepmom_love += 1
 $stepsis_love += 1
 Choose:
 "Not a chance."
 $sophie_like += 1
 Choose:
 "Yes, you can! (+10 domination)"
 $mc_domination += 10

 Evening
 Choose:
 "Walk up to the bar. (+3 domination)"
 $mc_domination += 3
Night
Choose:
  "I wanna fap to Sophie."
Day 3

Morning
Choose:
"Stay away from my family! (+10 domination, harem route)"
$ mc_domination += 10
$ alphamarcus = True

Afternoon
Choose:
"Sure. (+5 love, -2 domination)"
$ stepmom_love += 5
$ mc_domination -= 2
Choose:
"You look amazing! (+3 cor, +1 slut)"
$ stepmom_corruption += 3
$ stepmom_slut += 1
Choose:
"Allow [s] to drink. (+3 cor, +2 slut)"
$ stepsis_corruption += 3
$ stepsis_slut += 2
Choose:
"[stepsisname]!"
Choose:
"What do you find most attractive in a man?"
$ stepsis_love += 2
Choose:
"Sophie!"
Choose:
"Give me a kiss."

Night
Day 4

Morning
Choose:

"We think differently, [m]. (-1 slut, +2 love)"

$ stepmom_slut -= 1
$ stepmom_love += 2
$ liza_like += 1

Choose:

"You're on!"

Afternoon
Choose:

"It was [s]'s idea so I'm going to play with her."

Choose:

"Sure."

$ stepsis_love = +1
$ stepsis_corruption += 5
$ stepsis_love += 5

Evening
Night
Day 5

Morning
Choose:
  "Open it."
Choose:
  "You didn't even notice people can see you in your underwear. (-slut)"
$ stepsis_love += 2

Afternoon
Evening
Choose:
  "Sneak back downstairs.":
$ stepmom_corruption += 5
Night
Day 6

Morning
Afternoon
Choose:

"Can I have your number?":
$ karlanumber = True

Evening
Choose:

"Maybe(+domination).":
$ mc_domination += 2

Night
Day 7

Morning
Choose:
   "I guess I'm walking."
Afternoon
Choose:
   "Do it yourself."
   $ marcus_like -= 1
   (I really enjoyed making the calculus answers because they are straight nonsense)
   (So choose whatever you want.)
Choose:
   "Yes, Dr. Rai.":
Choose:
   "I would love to learn about your biology."
Evening
Choose:
   "Walk Home"
   $ mc_domination += 2
Choose:
   "Try the door."
Choose:
   "Study Physics"
   $ mc_intelligence += 1
Night
Choose:
   "Go In?"
Choose:
(Personal preference here.)
Day 8

Morning
Choose:

"The inverse of exponential functions."
$ calc_answer += 1

"Natural Logarithm"
$ calc_answer += 1
Choose:

"Show him"
$ marcus_like += 1
$ calc_share == True
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Choose:

"Look into Delmar"